**EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE**

**CRC CLENE UP**
Outdoor cleaning solution. Simply spray it on and hose it off. Ideal for washing the house from top to bottom, decks and outdoor furniture. Removes algae, moss, mould etc. See results instantly.

**CRC XD8**
Ultra heavy duty cleaner and degreaser. Commercial strength, lots of uses. Ideal for removing wax, oil, tar and paint.

**CRC GARAGE DOOR LUBE**
High performance lubricant specifically formulated for use on all garage doors and components. Protect your investment.

**CRC GROUCH**
Powerful graffiti remover. Sprays in a gel. Easy to use on paint, pen and other nasty marks.

**CRC MULTILUBE**
Unique penetrating gel formulated to produce a clean, odourless lubricant for high-pressure and high-temperature applications. It is ideal for door stops, sliding rails, door and window lock mechanisms, bike chains, tractors and farm equipment.

**CRC RUST CONVERTER**

**CRC ZINC IT**
Forms a highly protective coating. It is ideal for repairing galvanised surfaces or an easy-to-apply alternative to hot-dip galvanising. Suitable for iron railings, roofing, gutters, air conditioning, TV and radio aerials. Zinc colours also available.

**CRC 808 SILICONE**
Multipurpose spray for general lubrication including sliding doors, locks, catchers and curtain tracks. Preserves and protects rubber mouldings, waterproofs sports gear and lubricates.

**CRC 556**
Your tool kit in a can! Multi-purpose service spray that penetrates, lubricates and prevents corrosion. Ideal to stop all the squeaks and squeals. Protects fishing gear, door locks and hinges, sliding doors and windows, prams, bicycles and garden tools.

**CRC GROUCH**
Powerful graffiti remover. Sprays in a gel. Easy to use on paint, pen and other nasty marks.

**CRC EXOFF**
The ultimate degreaser and cleaner. High performance, pH neutral, safe on surfaces, users and the environment. Use everywhere.

**CRC RUST CONVERTER**

**CRC ZINC IT**
Forms a highly protective coating. It is ideal for repairing galvanised surfaces or an easy-to-apply alternative to hot-dip galvanising. Suitable for iron railings, roofing, gutters, air conditioning, TV and radio aerials. Zinc colours also available.

**CRC 808 SILICONE**
Multipurpose spray for general lubrication including sliding doors, locks, catchers and curtain tracks. Preserves and protects rubber mouldings, waterproofs sports gear and lubricates.

**CRC 556**
Your tool kit in a can! Multi-purpose service spray that penetrates, lubricates and prevents corrosion. Ideal to stop all the squeaks and squeals. Protects fishing gear, door locks and hinges, sliding doors and windows, prams, bicycles and garden tools.